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Administering a Digital Logic Concept Inventory at Multiple
Institutions
Abstract
A concept inventory is a standard assessment tool that evaluates how well a student's
conceptual framework matches the accepted conceptual framework of a discipline. In this paper,
we describe our development cycle to create a digital logic concept inventory. We show that the
concept inventory is a reliable and valid instrument even when administered at multiple
institutions across the United States of America and can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
different pedagogies.
1. Introduction
Instructors in electrical and computer engineering and in computer science have developed
innovative methods to teach digital logic circuits. These methods attempt to increase student
learning, satisfaction, and retention. Although there are readily accessible and accepted means
for measuring satisfaction and retention, there are no widely accepted means for assessing
student learning. Rigorous assessment of learning is elusive because differences in topic
coverage, curriculum and course goals, and examination content prevent direct comparison of
teaching methods. Because of these difficulties, computing educators have issued a general call
for the adoption of standard assessment tools to critically evaluate and compare the various
teaching methods4,17.
Measuring students’ conceptual knowledge upon completion of a course is a common
accepted benchmark for comparing student learning14,19,21. Conceptual knowledge is often
favored because all courses should teach a fundamental set of concepts even if they emphasize
design or analysis to different degrees. Increasing conceptual learning is also important, because
students who can organize facts and ideas within a consistent conceptual framework are able to
learn new information quickly and can apply what they know in new situations5. If instructors
can accurately assess their students’ conceptual knowledge, they can target instructional
interventions to remedy common problems. To properly assess conceptual learning, many
engineering disciplines have developed concept inventories (CIs)1,2,7,15,16,19-22. CIs are multiplechoice assessment tools that evaluate how well a student’s conceptual framework matches the
accepted conceptual framework of a discipline or common faulty conceptual frameworks.
As has been seen in the physics education community and the success of the first CI – the
Force Concept Inventory (FCI) – CIs have power to motivate the adoption of new teaching
techniques14. The FCI provided evidence that interactive engagement pedagogies increased
learning compared with traditional lectures at all levels of instruction of introductory physics8.
Since those pedagogical studies took place, introductory physics education has rapidly adapted
new interactive pedagogies18.
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In response to the call for standard assessment in computing education and to enable the
comparison of conceptual learning, we have developed the Digital Logic Concept Inventory
(DLCI). In this paper, we report on the creation of the DLCI, particularly the public
dissemination of version β1.0 at several institutions. The construction and dissemination of the

DLCI were supported through funding under the Course, Curriculum, and Laboratory
Improvement Program of the National Science Foundation.
To maintain the integrity of the instrument, we do not provide the whole DLCI. The DLCI is
available only by request to the authors.
2. Background
To better explain the purpose of the DLCI, we first define what a CI is and what it is not.










A CI is a short, multiple-choice test that can classify a student as someone who thinks in
accordance with accepted conceptions in a discipline or in accordance with common
misconceptions20.
A CI is a standard test. It must meet the demands of statistical analysis and be broadly
applicable to many programs. A CI covers each concept multiple times to strengthen the
validity and reliability of its measurement. This requirement contrasts with a typical
classroom exam, which may cover each concept only once during the exam. To be
considered a successful instrument, a CI must also be approved by content experts and be
widely adopted.
A CI is not a comprehensive test of everything a student should know about a topic after
instruction. A CI selectively tests only critical concepts of a subject19. If students
demonstrate understanding of these critical concepts, then it is reasonable to believe they
satisfactorily understand all other concepts of the subject. For example, the FCI tests
only a student's knowledge of force after a course in mechanics, which also covers topics
such as inertia, momentum, and energy14.
A CI may complement but not replace a final examination, because a CI is not
comprehensive.
A CI is not a teacher evaluation. CIs are intended to measure the effectiveness of
teaching methods independent of teacher qualifications1,8. As such, a CI can stimulate
the adoption of new pedagogies as it provides an objective measure to compare
pedagogies.
A CI evaluates students' conceptual knowledge. For example, the DLCI measures how
much a student’s conceptual framework matches the accepted conceptual framework of
the discipline. It is not intended to evaluate students' problem solving skills, design
skills, analytical skills, or interpersonal skills.

3. Creation of the DLCI
The process for developing a CI is often described as a three to five step process19,20. We
present our CI development model (see Figure 1) which synthesizes these other development
models.
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Figure 1: Flowchart for the development of the DLCI
Step 1. Choosing concepts: CI developers must carefully choose which concepts will be assessed
in a CI to ensure appropriate content validity. To create a standardized, validated assessment
tool, domain experts must widely acknowledge that the tool assesses what it claims to assess. By
soliciting the opinions of experts from the beginning of our development process, we can show
that our CI assesses core concepts and establish that our CI has appropriate content validity3. By
selecting a set of concepts that is included in most courses, we can also encourage the adoption
of the CI at many institutions.
A CI is typically administered as both a pre-test at the beginning of a course and a post-test at
the end, to measure the conceptual “gain” created by instruction. A CI measures this gain
without comprehensively testing all significant course topics, but it provides a quick snapshot of
students' beliefs about core concepts of a discipline. For example, many CIs contain between 20
and 30 multiple-choice questions. As a result, the scope of the test must be determined carefully
to include an indicative subset of core concepts that are important and that distinguish students
who have a strong conceptual understanding from those who do not. This subset of concepts
must be viewed as important, difficult, and central by the instructors, so they will adopt the CI.
Step 2. Identifying misconceptions: While instructors can often identify the topics that students
struggle to understand, their knowledge can sometimes be incomplete or inaccurate. For
example, the FCI revealed that students struggle to learn the force concept much more than their
instructors initially believed14. Instructors also may not fully know which misconceptions are
prevalent among their students or even how students misunderstand core concepts. Students
must be interviewed to determine which topics are truly difficult and why students fail to
understand these core concepts correctly. If possible, these interviews should catalogue specific,
identifiable misconceptions about standard problems in the discipline.
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Step 3. Write concept inventory items and draft the concept inventory: Using data from Step 2,
CI developers should construct multiple-choice questions (items) whose incorrect answers
(distracters) correspond to students' common misconceptions. Developers should construct a CI
from these items. For the sake of the reliability of the CI, they should ensure that the CI tests

every concept multiple times20. After writing this initial CI, the CI should be refined and
validated through two feedback cycles: the student feedback cycle and the expert feedback cycle.
Step 4. Student feedback cycle: The student feedback cycle progresses through the outer loop of
the development model (see Figure 2). CI developers should administer the DLCI to students
and analyze the quality of the CI through follow-up interviews and statistical analysis. The
follow-up interviews should assess the clarity of the item prompts and answer choices, determine
whether students choose wrong answers because they possessed the misconception that the
wrong answer represented, and find more misconceptions. Statistical analysis should quantify
the reliability of the CI, assess the prevalence of various misconceptions, and explore the data for
differences in performance between sample populations. The CI should be revised and improved
based on these analyses before repeat administrations.

Figure 2: Student feedback cycle for the development of the DLCI
Step 5. Expert feedback cycle: The expert feedback cycle progresses through the inner loop of
the development model (see Figure 3). Experts provide feedback on the content of the CI as a
whole as well as feedback on individual items. This feedback cycle is critically important
because it provides the evidence for the validity of the CI. Proof of the CI's validity empowers
the CI to become a rigorous research instrument.
4. Recruitment and demographics of participating institutions
We tried to recruit other institutions through both personal contacts and general solicitation
on relevant listservs. We found that general solicitation on listservs provided the best means of
contact and follow-up. We found that when personal contacts were not the professors who were
in charge of teaching the digital logic courses, as many of ours were, the personal contact served
only as an intermediary, and the digital logic instructor would have only marginal interest in the
DLCI. Instructors who responded to the general solicitation were generally more interested in
the DLCI and consequently were more likely to follow through with a commitment to administer
the DLCI.
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So far, we have administered the DLCI β1.0 at six institutions in the United States: three
large public research universities (one each in the Midwest, on the West coast, and on the East

Figure 3: Expert feedback cycle for the development of the DLCI
coast) and three small private colleges (one in the Midwest and two in the South). We have also
administered the DLCI in both Electrical and Computer Engineering courses and Computer
Science courses. These institutions provide a stratified, representative sampling of students
across the country. A total of 688 students have taken version β1.0 of the DLCI.
5. Reliability and Validity
According to Classical Test Theory, an assessment tool called a test is intended to estimate
an examinee's ability or true score T along a single attribute3. An examinee's score after a single
administration of an instrument is called their observed score X. The observed score is assumed
to be comprised of the examinees true score plus some level of error E.
X=T+E
Instrument developers must try to find an examinee's true score by limiting the error of the
measurement. The instrument's error can be reduced by ensuring that the instrument provides
consistent measurements of each examinee and ensuring that the instrument measures what it
claims to measure3. This first requirement is called the reliability of the instrument. The second
requirement is called the validity of the instrument3. In order for a CI to be broadly applicable
and useful, it must be both reliable and valid3.
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Reliability is often estimated by three methods: test-retest reliability, split-half reliability, and
the Cronbach α. Test-retest reliability estimates the reliability of the CI measurement by
requiring students to take the CI multiple times in close succession3. Let be student i's
observed score on the first administration of the CI, and let be student i's observed score on
〈 , ,…,
the second administration of the CI. Furthermore, let (
, 〉) and
〈 , ,…,
(
, 〉) be the sample population's scores on the first and second
administrations respectively, where is the number of students who took both administrations of
the CI. The reliability of the CI is estimated by the correlation coefficient between and .
Although test-retest reliability often provides a good estimate for the reliability of instruments, it

is often not performed. Test-retest is rare, because it is time consuming, and its results are
confounded because students typically learn a little bit while taking an instrument the first time3.
Alternatively, reliability can be estimated through split-half reliability3. Split-half reliability
is similar to test-retest reliability, except the instrument is split randomly into two sub-tests:
SubT1 and SubT2. Split-half reliability treats each sub-test as a separate administration of the
instrument and then estimates the reliability of the instrument by correlating examinees' observed
scores on the two sub-tests just like in test-retest reliability. We define our correlation
coefficient to be r where the relative strength of different correlations are defined in Table 1. We
should expect that a good CI will demonstrate strong to very strong, positive correlations with
statistical significance set at p = 0.01.
Table 1: Definitions for the strength of correlations in split-half reliability measurements
Strength of correlation
Weak or no correlation
Moderate correlation
Strong correlation
Very strong correlation

Range of |r|
0 ≤ |r |< 0.4
0.4 ≤ |r | < 0.6
0.6 ≤ |r | < 0.8
0.8 ≤ |r | ≤ 1

Perhaps the most commonly used estimate of reliability is the Cronbach α. The Cronbach α
essentially finds the average split-half reliability of every possible set of sub-tests3. Let K be the
number of items on the instrument. Let
be the variance of the observed total test scores, and
let
be the variance of item j for the sample of examinees. Cronbach α is defined as

1

1

∑

The Cronbach α varies from -1 to 1 like a correlation co-efficient. A Cronbach α greater than
0.70 is an acceptable level of reliability for a CI. CIs need a high level of reliability to be used as
research instruments, but a degree of inconsistency is acceptable because students often apply
their conceptual knowledge inconsistently.
The validity of the CI, broadly defined, is the degree to which the instrument tests what it
claims to test2. We claim that the DLCI tests how much a student’s conceptual framework in
digital logic matches the accepted disciplinary framework. By testing a core set of concepts, we
hope to create an estimate of a students’ overall conceptual understanding of digital logic
concepts. Since there is no established metric for measuring students’ conceptual knowledge in
digital logic, we must use non-statistical means to establish the validity of the instrument.
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Validity can be established through face validity and content validity. Face validity refers to
what the test appears to measure. In other words, in order for the DLCI to have face validity, any
person who is familiar with digital logic should believe that the DLCI tests digital logic
conceptual knowledge at first glance. Content validity is more rigorous and can be established
by systematically polling the opinions of experts to see if they believe that the instrument

measures what we claim. The face and content validity of the DLCI has been established in
previous studies10. Here we describe how we created the DLCI to demonstrate how we created
a valid instrument and to situate our current work.
6. Results of the DLCI administrations
Table 2 presents the list of DLCI items, the mean score on each item, and what concept each
item assessed. Because students were reluctant to take the DLCI multiple times in close
succession, we did not measure the test-retest reliability of the DLCI. Instead, we estimated the
reliability of the DLCI by using split-half reliability and Cronbach α. First, we paired items
together based on what concepts they covered. We then randomly assigned one item in the pair
to the first sub-test (SubT1) and the other item in the pair to the second sub-test (SubT2). Each
sub-test was composed of 11 items. Item 24 was not included in either sub-test because over 100
Table 2: Mean score, concept coverage, and example split-half reliability assignments
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Total

Mean
0.65
0.57
0.56
0.45
0.71
0.56
0.37
0.85
0.36
0.65
0.31
0.69
0.56
0.46
0.59
0.51
0.75
0.82
0.69
0.39
0.48
0.35
0.47
0.50
13.26

Concept
Boolean operators (negated variables)
Relationship between states and flip-flops
Number bases
Decoders and multiplexers
Boolean operators (3-variable XOR)
Relationship between states and flip-flops
Time dependence of state
Boolean operators (negated variables)
Boolean operators (NAND and NOR)
Two’s complement representation
Decoders and multiplexers
RAM inputs and outputs
RAM inputs and outputs
Two’s complement representation
Time dependence of state
Number bases
Relationship between states and flip-flops
Relationship between states and flip-flops
Boolean operators (NAND and NOR)
Boolean operators (3-variable XOR)
Boolean operators (Don't Cares)
Two’s complement representation
Two’s complement representation
Decoders and multiplexers

SubT1

SubT2
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
6.15

6.13
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students did not receive Item 24 due to a printing error, and Item 21 was also not included in
either sub-test because it lacked a suitable pair. Each item’s assignment to each sub-test can be
seen in Table 2. Students’ scores on SubT1 and SubT2 revealed a statistically-significant,
strong-correlation (r = 0.68, p < 0.01). This split-half reliability check reveals that two DLCI
sub-tests that cover similar concepts provide similar estimates of a students' conceptual
understanding.
Second, we estimated the reliability of the test with the Cronbach α. The Cronbach α
essentially finds the average split-half reliability of every possible set of sub-tests. These subtests are created without regard for the concepts covered by each item. We found a strong level
of reliability with α = 0.75 (the Cronbach α was the same with and without inclusion of item 24).
Based on the Cronbach α and the conceptual split-half tests, we believe that the DLCI provides a
reliable measurement of students’ conceptual understanding of digital logic concepts.
Results from the DLCI administrations reveal that the items span a range of difficulty levels.
The difficulty level of an item is estimated by the mean score of the item (μi). The items’
difficulties are evenly distributed over a range of very difficult items (μi = 0.31) to very easy
items (μi = 0.85). No items are overly difficult and none are trivial.
Table 3 presents the frequency with which each distracter and correct answer (highlighted in
gray) was selected by the students (Note: there is a slight discrepancy between the percentages in
Tables 2 and 3, because one institution reported only whether students answered each item
correctly or incorrectly. All other institutions provided the specific answers that students
selected). The results in Table 3 reveal that all distracters were chosen by the students even on
the easier items. Fourteen of 24 items also have compelling and widespread misconceptions
where compelling and widespread misconceptions are defined as distracters chosen by more than
20% of students.
7. Conclusions and future work
We have demonstrated that the DLCI is both valid and reliable. The DLCI was constructed
to assess concepts deemed important and difficult by a panel of digital logic experts, the
distracters were grounded in misconceptions identified through rigorous research, and the DLCI
has proven to be reliable even when administered at different types of institutions and different
departments across the United States.
Since we have shown that the DLCI is a reliable and valid estimator of students’ conceptual
understanding in digital logic, there are many new directions for research and development.
There are two main categories of future research: pedagogy studies and assessment tool
development.
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We plan to conduct a large scale pedagogical study where we will use the results from the
DLCI to compare the effectiveness of different teaching methods. We will look for statistically
significant differences in performance between institutions on the DLCI as a whole, on
conceptual subtests, and individual items. We will then collect artifacts of instruction (syllabi,
assignments, examinations, etc.) in an attempt to identify how differences in instruction affect
conceptual learning.

Table 3: Selection frequency of all answer choices (correct answers are highlighted)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

a
17%
57%
5%
28%
72%
4%
37%
13%
36%
13%
28%
76%
4%
36%
8%
49%
4%
6%
6%
19%
16%
8%
22%
6%

b
5%
26%
25%
13%
20%
9%
12%
85%
12%
14%
2%
7%
30%
44%
17%
26%
4%
82%
14%
18%
49%
36%
46%
10%

c
12%
14%
56%
45%
6%
12%
16%
1%
39%
11%
2%
14%
11%
9%
60%
16%
6%
4%
10%
39%
29%
27%
21%
48%

d
66%
3%
14%
13%
1%
12%
35%
2%
12%
62%
3%
1%
55%
11%
6%
7%
8%
6%
69%
25%
6%
26%
7%
6%

e

f

56%

7%

37%

16%

g

11%

9%
75%
2%

3%
1%

We can also investigate ways to improve the DLCI or develop other useful assessment tools.
A primary short-coming of CIs is that they are typically given only at the end of an academic
term. Consequently, instructors can receive rigorous feedback on the quality of students’
conceptual learning only after instruction has ended. This feedback can be useful for
reformulating a course for future terms, but the feedback does not benefit the students who took
the CI as much. We will investigate whether we can develop shorter, conceptual sub-tests that
can be used throughout the semester to provide more timely feedback that can benefit an
instructor’s current and future students.
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With data from multiple institutions we can also begin to check for institution bias in the
DLCI. We want to make sure that the DLCI does not favor students from our home institution or
any other institution. Our misconceptions research has revealed that different institutions use
different terminology or different notation. We will begin to look more rigorously at how these
differences affect learning and performance on the DLCI.
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